In ocean bottom acquisitions, a hydrophone and a three component geophone are embedded in an ocean bottom cable (OBC) or in individual nodes (OBN) to record pressure and particle velocity data. This allows recording of the full elastic wavefield and its separation into upgoing and downgoing parts. Wavefield separation is the basis for the "PZ summation" data processing procedure, commonly used to attenuate all downgoing multiple energy at the receiver side. Wavefield separation results are sometimes affected by high levels of noise on the vertical component Z, while the pressure component P is in general of good quality. When applying standard separation techniques, noise on Z ends up being propagated to the upgoing and downgoing wavefields and can be so severe that the separation results become almost unusable. Often referred as "shear wave noise" in the literature, this noise is coherent on common receiver gathers but random in common shot gathers. It exhibits a converted wave moveout and its strength depends strongly on the coupling and the ocean bottom conditions. Previous attempts to eliminate this noise include velocity filtering and coherent-energy decomposition into hydrophone and geophone parts, followed by scaling or filtering. To address this problem we propose a method that makes use of a coherency measure to guide the wavefield separation process. The coherency estimate consists of a noise-free primary model derived by adaptive subtraction from P of a multiple model obtained from the downgoing wavefield just above the seabottom, which is free from primary energy. This kinematically accurate model is used as a measure of seismic signal coherency to calculate an enhanced upgoing wavefield with minimal noise degradation. The choice of domain (e.g. f-k or τ-p), and adaptive norm for these operations depends on noise characteristics. We show the benefits of this new method on a real data example from the Caspian Sea. 
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